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Vientos Fuertes  (Strong Winds),
16mm Colour/B&W film, multiple projectors, 
manipulated audio, 2016, 15 mins.
A new collaborative expanded 
cinema piece including 16mm 
footage by Jim Hobbs, and live, 
imporovisational sounds by 
Dennis McNany and Andrew Hill. 
Using film shot on location at 
the Little Cheyne Windfarm in 
East Sussex, and newly created 
abstract experiments with 
digital and analogue techniques, 
the work encapsulates a live 
audio/visual assault on these 
monumental structures that 
define/defy the landscape. 
Andrew Hill’s new audio work utilizing 
the sounds of the projector to create 
a type of sonic image. Originally 
recorded in Hobbs’ studio in St. 
Leonards-on-Sea, UK, and composed/
edited by Andrew Hill at Notam in 
Olso, Norway and London, UK.
Projections, 
expanded audio and 16mm projector, 2016, 12 mins.
(
brings together Jim Hobbs, Dennis McNany, 
and Andrew Hill, who will explore/exploit the 
potentiality of how the sonic influences the 
moving image and vice versa. Working across 
various approaches from single screen films 
and rescored archival footage to more complex 
expanded cinema and sonic installations, the 
entire program celebrates the collaborative 
nature of artists and the resonance of sound 
and image.  
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Nature Morte, 
16mm  B&W, optical sound, 2015, 10 mins.
Jim Hobbs’ Super 16mm film based on 
the early floral still lives of Robert 
Mapplethorpe with optical sound 
transformed by Dennis McNany.  
a curated selection of films by Jim Hobbs with sound 
by Dennis McNany and Andrew  Hill, 30 mins.
2.1            Rhythm in Light
Mary Ellen Bute, 1936, 5 mins 
2.2           Garden of Earthly Delights 
Stan Brakhage, 1981, 2 mins
2.3           Cosmic Ray
Bruce Conner, 1961, 4 mins
2.4          Headgear
David Leister, 1998, 6 mins 
2.5           Washi #1
Guy Sherwin & Lynn Loo 2014, 3 mins 
2.6           Heliography
Hiroshi Yamakazi, 1979,6 mins
2.7           House
Ben Rivers, 2006, 5 mins
Re(Score), 
(
Programme Design by Shaan Blackford
Artists
Jim Hobbs (b. 1975, USA, lives UK) works across 
a range media where he often investigates 
the personal and social implications of loss, 
oblivion, history, memory and the subsequent 
acts of remembrance/memorialisation. His work 
has been exhibited internationally in various 
museums, galleries, public spaces and festivals. 
He is currently Senior Lecturer at the 
University of Greenwich, London, UK.
Dennis McNany (b. 1977, USA) is a musician, DJ 
and producer based in Brooklyn, New York.  He 
is the head of Run Roc Records and produces 
under the Jee Day alias, releasing works on 
lables like DFA and Beats In Space.  He has 
recently been touring the USA as one half of 
the duo Museum of Love.
Andrew Hill (b.1986, UK) uses the studio 
as an instrument to compose works that 
are acousmatic (purely sound based) and 
audio-visual.  He works with materials 
captured from the human and natural 
world, seeking to explore the beauty in 
everyday objects and to explore the rich 
avenues between abstraction and reality.
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